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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was just 90 years ago today, on April 27, 1933, when Karl Jansky announced his discovery of radio noise from the Milky Way Galaxy. There were only a few people in the audience which contained only radio engineers. As it has turned out, Jansky’s discovery was the first in a series of discoveries by radio astronomers over the next 90 years that has fundamentally changed our understanding of the Universe.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason Jansky’s discovery was so game changing, is that up until 1933, all we knew about the universe came from observations in the narrow visual window of a few hundred nanometers.Except for the optical and radio windows, most of the electromagnetic spectrum is obscured by the Earth’s atmosphere.Today of course we have gamma ray, X-ray, and infra red satellites above the atmosphere.  Neutrino, gravity wavesBut it was the radio observations that were the first outside the traditional optical window.So it isn’t surprising that most of these new discoveries first came from radio observations.
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Karl Jansky
Born 25 October 1905 – Oklahoma Terr.
Grew up in Madison, Wisconsin
Went to the University of Wisconsin
Rejected for U of W ROTC program
Graduated BS Physics Phi Beta Kappa 1927

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oklahoma was still the Wild West - birth certificates2008 -, Karl’s family moved to Madison Wisconsin, when his father became a became Professor of Electrical Engineering at the University of Wisconsin.



ATT Bell Laboratories 
New York City Headquarters
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University of Minn. professor
Former Bell Labs  employee
Later to become president IRE

Moreau Jansky

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After a year of graduate work, Jansky applied for a job at Bell Labs.But, due his health issue, he was turned town.Moreau pulled some strings and convinced Bell Labs to hire Karl on a probationary appointment.ATT Offices were located on Wall Street in NYCDue to Karl’s Health issues, Bell Labs decided to send Karl to their remote site in rural New JerseyThis turned out to be a momentous decision – led to birth of radio astronomySince with all the car and electrical trolley cars, he would not have been able to detect the weak cosmic radio noise in downtown New York City - 



Bell Labs – Cliffwood Beach, NJ
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Bell Labs, Jansky joined a small group of engineers and technical staffJansky not trained as an engineer, but a physiciststruggled at first to become familiar with engineering terms and practices.



Voices over the Sea

• Long distance domestic telephone service     
-copper wires and repeaters 

• No undersea cables – No satellites
• 1927 ATT started long wave radio 

transatlantic service
‒ 60 kHz (5 km) wavelength
‒ 200 kw water-cooled transmitter 

• 20 X 10 KW
• SSB

‒ Expensive: $75 for a 3 min call
‒ Unreliable: equipment, season, static
‒ Limited bandwidth

4/27/2023 Karl Jansky 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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20.6 MHz (14.6 m) Bruce Array
36 x 24 degree beam – 15 deg elevation

Model T Ford tires
Rotated every 20 min
10 sec time constant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bell Labs was experimenting with using short wave radio for transatlantic  communicationJansky assigned the task of studying the effects of interference.8 ¼ wave vertical elements – phased array (horizonal elements are transmission linesBasic Bruce array has a bidirectional patternReflector elements.pointed about 15 degrees above the horizonRotated every 20 minutes scan the skyTRF receiver



16 September 1932 
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Proc. IRE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most -Jansky’s notebooks and records-lost-probably destroyed.The only remaining records are ones that he published.Although he worked at the telephone company – Jansky couldn’t really afford to call his parents.He wrote highly detailed letters to his mother and father    Describing of course every detail of his children’s growth    Since his father was an electrical engineer    Like all loving parents, Jansky's parents kept these letters .Moved from home-forgot the letters - stored in the atticThe new owner – Wisc. Prof. of English-Donated-Univ. ArchivesFantastically detailed account of Karl Jansky’s systematic study that ultimately led to his discovery radio noise  from the Milky Way.Went to Archives-June 1996 - copy letters - the NRAO Archives



First results Summer 1931:  Thunderstorm static
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18 January 1932:  The peculiar thing about this static is that the 
direction from which it comes gradually changes and what is most 
interesting is that it always comes from a direction that is the same or 
nearly the same as the direction the sun is from the antenna.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Observations plagued by static – thunderstormsWasn’t until after summer thunderstorms 1931 that he was final able to get good data.Additional noise unrelated to any storms – hissDuring the winter- hiss was strongest in the morning in east; then in the south at noon, afternoon in the west.Jansky had no background in astronomy.Winter the sun was in the same direction as the center of the Milky Way.In January 1932  he wrote  But then he got confused, because by March the peak signal had shifted and was coming several hours earlier.April jumped an hour later



Directional Studies of Atmospherics 
at High Frequencies

USNC URSI –April 1932

• A very steady hiss type static 
the origin of which is unknown
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?

Three sources of interference

• Distant thunderstorms
• Local thunderstorms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Late April 1932 URSI meeting in WashingtonThree sources of interference.Summer – thunder stormsPublished 1st of 3 famous papers In Proc IRESummer – increasing staticApparently at this time he was distracted by other laboratory duties – functional responsibilities.    He taught advanced math to some of the other engineers    Drafted lectures for his boss , Harald Friis    Prepare for ATT visit bigshots)    Committee meetings	Worked on some long wavelength communication problemsLittle or no time to study his hiss noise until late 1932



Star Noise - Feb 14, 1933 
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My records show that the hiss type static mentioned in my 
previous papers comes, not from the sun as I suggested in that 
paper, but from a direction fixed in space.  The evidence I now 
have is very conclusive and, I think, very startling. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But he also got some help from his friendMell Skellet Bell Labs engineerShared car poolPhD student in astronomy at PrincetonSkillet gave Karl – astronomy text books, May have even been the one who explained to Karl about the difference between solar and sidereal timeKarl found time to Re-examine his records.By February, 1933 he finally understood what was happening.The shift in time was because the source was fixed with the starsThe hiss had nothing to do with the sunThe 1 hour jump in April –Daylight savings timeWrote to his father.
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Harald Friis

Friis will not let me make a 
definite statement, but says 
I must use the expression 
‘apparently fixed in space’ 
or ‘seems’ to come from a 
fixed direction.

Star Noise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Karl excited - realized important result – STAR NOISEWanted to present at IRE in June/Chicago.But was discouraged by his boss, Harald FriisFriis - a Danish immigrant; accomplished radio engineer; well known in the field    Good company man    Wasn’t convivence how this star noise would sell telephones    Told Karl give his talk at the April meeting of URSI Washington (cheaper)     Don’t make any extreme claims   		
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Meant nothing to anybody

URSI is “an almost 
defunct organization 
…attended by a mere 
handful of old college 
professors.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Karl’s 12 minute paper had the innocuous title of A Note on Hiss Type Atmospheric Noise, Only a few people in the audience – Lloyd BrknerNo discussion of his paper after his talk.Discouraged		
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May 5, 1933
Hundreds of Newspapers

WJZ

Time Magazine
Life

New Yorker
Nature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kar’s brother Moreau came to rescueRecognized that this was important.Opportunity to get some visibility for the Jansky familyPulled some strings - got Bell Labs to issue a press releasePicked up by hundreds of newspapers	NYT Front page –above the fold story in May 5 edition	Seeds of WW II	EditorialABC Blue Network – NBCMagazinesSci fictionNot ignored – popular figure
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September 16, 1932

• June  - IRE Convention (Chicago)
• Electrical Disturbances of Apparently Extraterrestrial Origin
• Proc. IRE,  21, 1387 (1933)

• Popular Astronomy
• Electrical Phenomena that Apparently are of Interstellar Origin

• Nature – Radio Waves from Outside the Solar System
• October –Museum of Natural History - Hearing from the Radio Stars

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Certainly appreciated the importance and significance of his discovery



I have definite proof that the waves come from the Milky 
Way.  However, I am not working on the interstellar 
waves any more.  Friis has seen fit to make me work on 
the problems and methods of measuring noise in 
general.  … Not very interesting as the interstellar waves, 
nor will it bring me near as much publicity. I am going to 
do a little bit of theoretical research on my own at home.

Karl Jansky to his parents 22 Jan 1934
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frustrated by his tenuous professional relationship with his boss.Interestingly, Jansky and Friis family were close friends.     Bridge     Friis’wife, Inge, was godmother to Jansky’s daughter, When Karl was in the hospital prior to his death; the children stayed with the Friis family.At work – apparently Friis kept giving  Karl other assignmentsNo time to return to his Star NoiseKarl wrote (slide)�	
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• Large and small peaks associated 
with center and anti-center regions 
of the Galaxy

• Broad peaks when scan is along 
direction of the Galactic Plane

• Noise (hiss) similar to receiver noise 
(Thermal) agitation of electrons 
stars or ISM).

• “Classes of heavenly bodies” where 
the ratio of radio to light is much 
greater than for the sun

A Note on the Source of Stellar Interference

16 Sept. 1932

Proc. IRE, 23, 1158 (1935)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managed to find time to reanalyze his dataRadio galaxies, quasars, pulsars, FRBs, SNR. etc
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Joel Stebbins, Madison Wisconsin
Compared Jansky’s discovery with Charles 
Lindbergh’ solo flight across the Atlantic 
“only greater.”

Yes, it is very  
interesting, but it’s 

done
Nothing left to do

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contrary to what some have claimed there was widespread interest in the scientific community.Met with Henry Norris Russel and Harlow ShapleyReberAstronomers didn’t know anything about radio.Radio engineers didn’t know anything about astronomy
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Whipple, F. L. and Greenstein, J.L. 1937
On the Origin of Interstellar Radio Disturbances

PNAS, 23, 177

Fred Whipple Jesse Greenstein

Jansky’s observations not 
consistent with B-B radiation!

Harvard College 
Observatory

1937:  Jansky investigated 
limits to receiver sensitivity 
resulting from star noise.  



After Star Noise
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Fritz
Zwicky

Gennady 
Potapenko

Grote 
Reber

Potapenko
Folland

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caltech: Infamous Fritz Zwicky asked for $1000 to continue Jansky’s workTurned down by Robert Millikan –Caltech President -too expensiveGennady PotapenkoBig Bear LakeDonald FolandGrote Reber After 1937 Jansky never again returned to his Star Noise researchWhy this happened (not happened) became very controversial.



• John Pfiffer (1956) Rarely in the history of science has a 
pioneer stopped his work completely, at the very point where 
it was beginning to get exciting.  Yet Jansky did just that.

• Frank Edmonson (NSF) led to US “lagging far behind other 
countries … in radio astronomy.”

• Moreau Jansky “His superiors transferred [him] to other fields.  
He would have preferred to work in radio astronomy.”

• Friis “Karl was free to work on star noise if he wanted to.”  
No interest from astronomers

• Alice Jansky “How incredible, how preposterous, how positively 
unbelievable.”

• Karl’s colleagues: “he never expressed unhappiness in what he 
was doing.” “he was assigned other duties.” “treated unfairly, 
“cover – up,” Friis was “dictator,”
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The Controversy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bell Labs embarrassed:  PR Department Difficult for us – nearly a century later – to pass judgement



• US in depths of the great depression 
• ¼ people out of work.  
• Gallon of gas – 10 cents
• Loaf of bread – 7 cents
• New York Times – 2 cents

• March 4 - F. D. R. becomes US President – closed banks
• Adolf Hitler becomes German Chancellor – Jan 30 .  
• Bell Labs in telephone, not astronomy, business –

• 4 day work week
• Jansky turned down for job at University of Iowa
• Jansky increasingly involved in classified defense work

• Short wave interference and propagation
• Radio sextant
• Submarine detection

• Transistor amplifiers - radio links - first transcontinental TV network

The 1933 Scene 

Army-Navy Award

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hitler –dissolved parliament



Remembering Karl Jansky?
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“There can be few occasions when 
such observations have not only 
had such a profound consequence 
but also belong totally undisputed 
to one man – Karl Jansky”
Sir Bernard Lovell, 8 June 1998

“It cost Bell Labs a few thousand dollars.  
For them and for him [for us] it was a 
wonderful bargain.”

Jesse Greenstein. 8 June 1998

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1964 – Destroyed1998 Monument



Nobel Prize Nomination
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1949 - Karl was nominated for the Nobel Prize in physics, but this was before radio astronomy took off, and before the importance of his pioneering contribution was fully recognized.  Example another year before the discovery of the 21 cm hydrogen line.In 1950 he suffered a series of strokes, that led to his death at the young age of 44.Almost surely, had he lived longer, he would have received the first Nobel prize for work in astronomy.No Nobel Prize for Astronomy’		Story is that Nobel’s wife ran off with an astronomer	Nobel never marriedInteresting that the first three Nobel prizes given for astronomy were for work done in radio astronomy



Nobel Prizes in Astrophysics
• 1974 Martin Ryle and Tony Hewish - pioneering work in 
astrophysics

• 1978: Arno Penzias and Bob Wilson - detection of the 
cosmic microwave background

• 1998: Joe Taylor and Russell Hulse - discovery of the 
binary pulsar system

• 2006:  John Mather and George Smoot – COBE CMB 
blackbody spectrum and anisotropy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since that time there have been a number of additional Nobel Prizes for astrophysics includingInteresting: between 1974 and 2006: 8 radio astronomers received a Nobel Prize, but none since (~20 years).  several in other areas astrophysicsI might add that I think Alex Wolszczan and Dale Frail should have been recognized for their discovery of the first extrasolar planets.



The 1973 IAU General Assembly RESOLVED, that 
the name ‘Jansky,’ abbreviated ‘Jy’ be adopted as the 
unit of flux density in radio astronomy and that this 
unit, equal to 10-26 Wm-2Hz-1, be incorporated into 
the international system of physical units.
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NRAO Jansky Fellows Karl Jansky Lectures

Jansky Lab – Green Bank Karl G. Jansky VLA

Karl Jansky’s Legacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jansky's legacy lives on in many ways.Biggest legacy has been the enormous advances in radio astronomy     Instrumentation     Discoveries that the new instruments have made possible



Sensitivity of Radio Telescopes
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1011 in 90 years
~10/decade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Progress since JanskyAdvances in instrumentation.



Resolution of Radio Telescopes
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Factor of 1010

improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moral:  If you build a new radio telescope – takes 10 year –better be 10 times better



Radio Astronomy Discoveries
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PI Conceive, Design
Build, Observe, 

Interpret

TACs and other reviews

New Techniques

Computer 
aided 

analysis

Manual 
data 

inspection 

User 
Facilities

Big 
Science

Old Techniques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve plotted her the number of new discoveries from radio observations as a function of timeJansky – presentStarting end of WWII there was a rapid increase in the number of discoveriesThen late 70s– it leveled off and there have only been a few new discoveries in almost the past near half century.HarwitTechniques:  Interferometry, synthesis, spectroscopy, low noise receivers, DSPUser facilities     Hardware built by engineers –      Software – scientists – professional software engineers     Scientist no longer even look at their data     Only one person understands VLA



Radio Astronomy Discoveries
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“… if the aerial output had been digitized 
and fed directly into a computer, these 
sources might well not have been 
discovered, because the computer would 
not have been programmed to search for 
unexpected objects.”  Jocelyn Bell

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whatever the reason, the past 90 years has seen an enormous growth in radio astronomyIn spite of slow down in rate of new discoveriesThe new facilities and new capabilities, Resulted explosion of new discoveries.



• Cosmic radio emission
• Solar radio bursts
• Solar corona
• Supernova remnants
• Radio Galaxies
• HI
• Electrical storms on Jupiter
• Cosmic evolution
• Jupiter van Allen Belts
• Rotation of Mercury
• Venus greenhouse effect
• Solar wind
• Radio Stars

• Quasars
• Radio Recombination Lines
• Pulsars
• Relativistic gravitational bending
• Cosmic Microwave Background
• Interstellar molecules
• Cosmic masers
• Superluminal motion
• Gravitational lensing
• Gravitational radiation
• First exoplanets
• Fast Radio Bursts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exciting 90 years since JanskyNone of phenomena were known in 19333/4 of these were discover since I started to do radio astronomyAll fundamental part of modern astrophysicsThere isn’t time to go through all of these.Each one is a story of its own – physicists and electronics training Right person, in the right place, at the right time-doing the right thingSometimes the wrong thingNearly all accidental or serendipitous     Very few followed as a result of theoretical predictions      A few predicted – prediction had nothing to do with the serendipitous discovery     Some cases theory held back the discoveryIf you want to know more
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20% Discount Code
SNDRU23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All explained in this new bookBe available in a few weeks from Both B&N and Amazon selling print as well as ebooksCambridge University press – 20% discount	
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